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Abstract

Wide-scale use of visual surveillance in public spaces
puts individual privacy at stake while increasing resource
consumption (energy, bandwidth, and computation). Neu-
romorphic vision sensors (event-cameras) have been re-
cently considered a valid solution to the privacy issue be-
cause they do not capture detailed RGB visual information
of the subjects in the scene. However, recent deep learn-
ing architectures have been able to reconstruct images from
event cameras with high fidelity, reintroducing a potential
threat to privacy for event-based vision applications. In
this paper, we aim to anonymize event-streams to protect
the identity of human subjects against such image recon-
struction attacks. To achieve this, we propose an end-to-end
network architecture jointly optimized for the twofold ob-
jective of preserving privacy and performing a downstream
task such as person ReId. Our network learns to scramble
events, enforcing the degradation of images recovered from
the privacy attacker. In this work, we also bring to the com-
munity the first ever event-based person ReId dataset gath-
ered to evaluate the performance of our approach. We val-
idate our approach with extensive experiments and report
results on the synthetic event data simulated from the pub-
licly available SoftBio dataset and our proposed Event-ReId
dataset. The code is available at https://github.
com/IIT-PAVIS/ReId_without_Id

1. Introduction
For security and monitoring purposes, intelligent surveil-

lance systems are installed in our personal spaces (e.g.,
home surveillance) and all over urban areas (hospitals,
banks, shopping malls, airports and streets, etc.). However,
collecting images and videos with always-connected vision
sensors raises new issues: i) ethical discussions over the bal-
ance between safety/security needs and individual privacy;
ii) unauthorized access to sensory data that may threaten
users’ privacy; iii) extensive resource consumption of large-
scale sensor networks, e.g., energy, bandwidth, and comput-
ing power. Neuromorphic vision sensors (event cameras)

Figure 1. Event-to-image [32] can be regarded as a privacy at-
tack, which reconstructs the appearance of a person from an event
stream (a). We propose a learnable Event Anonymization network
architecture (b), which deals with such attack by scrambling the
event stream so that reconstruction deteriorates while preserving
the performance of an event-based downstream task (e.g., person
ReId (c)). We also consider a possible Inversion Attack (d), where
the attacker tries to reverse the effect of the proposed anonymiza-
tion in order to attain image reconstruction (e).

are a disruptive technology as they only capture scene dy-
namics and do not record visual detail of humans, which
enforces privacy-by-design (to some extent); their ultra-low
resource consumption makes them ideal for always-on vi-
sual sensors. Besides, their high dynamic range enables
them to work under challenging illumination conditions
while, alike RGB cameras, event-cameras are able to solve
various vision tasks, such as object recognition [26], human
pose estimation [33], detection and tracking [27, 15, 21],
and person re-identification (ReId) [1].

Event cameras output asynchronous events that are trig-
gered with extremely low latency when an intensity change
at pixel level is over a given threshold. Due to their asyn-
chronous nature, event streams do not form images but
rather a data-stream containing pixel position activation
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(i.e., (u, v) coordinates) and a polarity. These event streams
were considered privacy-preserving, as they do not con-
tain detailed visual features that can let a human or al-
gorithm recognize individual traits such as faces. How-
ever, event streams encode the entire visual signal in an ex-
tremely compressed form and could, in principle, be decom-
pressed to recover a high-quality video stream. Currently,
deep neural network-based image reconstruction models
[32, 30, 37, 43] have demonstrated impressive abilities in
recovering grayscale images from event streams, represent-
ing a potential threat to the privacy of event-based vision
applications as shown in Fig. 1 (a).

Recently, Du et al. [11] proposed a hand-crafted encryp-
tion framework to prevent privacy attacks on event-streams.
Their approach incorporates a spatial chaotic mapping to
scramble the positions of events and flip their polarities.
The spatial information in the encrypted event-stream is
thus deformed due to 2D position scrambling and, as a re-
sult, event-to-image methods fail to reconstruct high-quality
images. The main drawback of this encryption technique is
that downstream computer vision tasks cannot be performed
directly with the encrypted event-stream, which is only use-
ful to protect data during transmission or storage and must
be decrypted before being utilized.

In this paper, we propose a learning-based approach
called Event-Stream Anonymization which prevents pri-
vacy attacks on event data (see Fig. 1 b), while at the same
time allowing the execution of downstream tasks. The pro-
posed method enforces the degradation of images recov-
ered from the privacy attacker (i.e., event-to-image module)
while jointly optimizing a downstream task in an end-to-end
fashion. In other words, it helps protect subjects’ identity
while preserving the information needed to achieve other
tasks, such as person ReId as shown in Fig. 1 (c). The two
tasks, anonymization and ReId, seem to have contrasting
objectives. This represents the actual challenge of our work.
However, ReId only aims at associating images of a person
in a camera network, while anonymity refers to protecting
a person’s identity or other biometric traits. A practical use
case is when an attacker has a person’s name and photo and
aims at identifying that person by maliciously accessing a
camera network. The proposed anonymization pipeline pre-
vents this attack while allowing ReId by the surveillance
system.

We verify that our approach can successfully anonymize
the event-stream with only a small drop in performance in
person ReId by performing extensive experiments on sim-
ulated event data and on a newly introduced real event-
based person ReId dataset called Event-ReId. More specif-
ically, to evaluate the robustness of our method against
event-to-image reconstruction techniques, not only do we
measure the (poor) quality of the recovered images, but
we also verify that classic full-body human identification

or face identification tasks are hardly possible using such
anonymized data. In addition, we validate the robustness
of our anonymization technique against an inversion at-
tack, where an attacker tries to reverse the effect of the
anonymization network (see Fig. 1 d).

The main contributions of this work are summarised as
follows:

• We propose an event-stream anonymization network to
protect the identity information against event-to-image
attacks in event-based vision applications. We also
propose a joint optimization framework that preserves
anonymization with a small drop in performance while
testing on downstream tasks (e.g., ReId).

• We contribute a first-ever person ReId dataset captured
with event camera, namely the Event-ReId dataset.

• We performed extensive experiments to verify the
robustness of event stream anonymization network
against privacy attacks (event-to-image approaches)
using synthetic and the proposed real event dataset.

2. Related Work

2.1. Privacy-Preserving Computer Vision

Standard (RGB) Vision Sensor: Currently, few methods
are developed to solve privacy-preserving issues for stan-
dard RGB cameras. These methods [18, 17, 20, 38, 36, 12,
7] can be divided into software and hardware level protec-
tion against privacy attacks. Methods based on software-
level protection [20, 38, 12, 7] employ various computer
vision algorithms to morph image/video data representa-
tions after acquisition. Thus, they learn privacy-preserving
encodings through adversarial training to degrade privacy-
related visual information in images/videos while trying to
preserve essential features to perform inference tasks and
prevent adversarial attacks. The hardware-level protection
framework acts instead on the vision sensor to include an
additional layer of security by removing sensitive data dur-
ing the image acquisition. Most recent approaches optimize
the distortion parameters of a virtual lens via adversarial
training to hide the identity information of humans while al-
lowing essential visual information to be gathered for com-
puter vision task [18, 17, 36]. Actual lenses can then be
manufactured using the learned coefficients.
Event-based Vision Sensors: Event cameras are often
regarded as privacy-preserving as they naturally discard
detailed visual biometric information (such as face de-
tails). However, the events-stream encodes the complete
visual signal in an extremely compressed form and recent
works were able to decompress it and recover a standard
(grayscale) visual output, either using patch-based dictio-
naries [3], variational models [28], or deep learning-based
solutions [32, 30, 37, 43]. Such event-to-image conver-
sion approaches seem to suggest that event-cameras can no
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longer consider privacy-preserving devices since attackers
can train their own models to break anonymity. Du et al.
[11] investigate the privacy of event cameras and analyze
the possible security attacks, including gray-scale image re-
construction and privacy-related classification. In addition,
to prevent event-to-image conversion approaches, they pro-
posed a hand-crafted encryption framework that incorpo-
rates spatial chaotic mapping to scramble the positions of
events and polarity flipping. However, this framework is
only useful to protect event-stream during transmission and
storage purposes. In fact, the visual information is distorted
in the event-stream due to 2D position scrambling and a
computer vision module (e.g., person ReId, tracking, de-
tection, etc.) can not directly be applied to the encrypted
event-stream. On the contrary, we develop a method that
distorts event-stream in such manner that image reconstruc-
tion methods produce degraded images while preserving the
useful information to perform computer vision tasks (e.g.,
person ReId) on those distorted events.

2.2. Person Re-Identification

Person Re-Identification has gained significant interest
as an enabling technique for smart video surveillance sys-
tems (e.g., tracking in non-overlapping views, forensic and
security applications [40]). The person ReId problem has
been extensively studied in standard (RGB) camera net-
works and deep-learning-based ReId approaches [39, 40]
have improved the performance rapidly. Most of the exist-
ing ReId frameworks are developed for conventional RGB
cameras, although different methods have been proposed
for multi-modal person ReId such as e.g., cross-modal
RGB-infrared [6, 22] and with RGB-D camera [2, 29].

Nowadays, ReId raises severe privacy concerns and pre-
serving people’s privacy becomes essential [10] also in view
of the General Data Protection Regulation (EU GDPR).
Currently, very few methods [9, 41, 10] addressed privacy
concerns in person ReId. Julia et al. [9] apply face blur-
ring to anonymized person identity and perform ReId. On
the other hand, Shuguang et al. [10] suggested a privacy-
preserving ReId method called person identity shift (PIS)
that removes the absolute identity of the image (i.e., who
is the person in the image) while preserving the relation-
ship between images pairs. Zhao et al. [41] proposed a
cloud-based privacy-preserving solution for ReId. That al-
lows the cloud server to perform person ReId operations on
encrypted data and output the final ReId results in plain text.

A major drawback of all the above methods is that they
did not ensure the end-to-end privacy of the ReId system.
The possibility of unauthorized access to the surveillance
camera still poses severe threats to privacy. To address this
challenge, the authors in [1] proposed an event-based per-
son ReId system. Since event cameras capture scene dy-
namics without providing RGB image content, Ahmad et

Figure 2. Samples from RGB and event cameras views from our
Event-ReId dataset.

al. [1] showed that event-frames deliver mostly edge and
texture contours details that might be used for ReId. Never-
theless, as already discussed, event-based streams still dis-
close personal traits by using neural networks [32, 37, 43]
that can extract high-quality grayscale images from event-
stream. To achieve an end-to-end privacy-preserving person
ReId system, we propose a learning-based approach called
event-stream anonymization for privacy-preserving person
ReId. Our model learns to anonymize the event-stream to
prevent image reconstruction techniques (i.e., privacy at-
tacks) from recovering gray-scale images that may disclose
identity information.

Table 1. Event-based dataset size comparison.

Dataset
Event

n-HAR
DailyAction

DHP19ReID DVS
No. of subjects 33 30 15 17

3. Event-ReId: A New Dataset and Benchmark

Our target is to develop privacy-preserving person ReId
methods using event-cameras. Yet, the research commu-
nity lacks a dataset captured with real event cameras, which
are also suitable for benchmarking person ReId methods.
Hence, despite the advantages of event cameras in a surveil-
lance application, research has been held back by the un-
availability of event data, and so far, only simulated experi-
ments have been deployed [1]. To address this issue and to
boost new research on this topic, we propose the first event-
based person ReId dataset named Event-ReId.

The Event-ReId dataset comprises 33 subjects walking
across a non-overlapping field of view of four Prophesee®

integrated within a surveillance network. The cameras fea-
ture different positioning and tilt angles; each one is cou-
pled with an RGB camera in a fixed stereo configuration
that captures approximately the same scene and being both
synchronized by the network clock, see Fig. 2. Each RGB
camera records data at 30 FPS at a resolution of 640×480
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Figure 3. The complete pipeline of the proposed method. a) Event anonymization Network Ean take raw event (voxel-grid) data and
output anonymize event. Lstruct loss enforce Ean to preserve the structural information in voxel-grid. b) Image reconstruction block Erec

(pre-trained E2VID [32]) play the role of privacy attack and try to reconstruct grayscale image, Ean maximize Lrec loss to protect person
identity information. c) Person ReId backbone Ereid is trained with anonymized event data in an en-to-end fashion with Ean.

pixels, having captured a total of 16K images with an av-
erage of 120 frames per person per camera. The event-
cameras resolution is the same as the RGB camera and each
stream is recorded for the same length (≈4 sec) for both sen-
sors. Further, out of 33 identities, 9 people wear face masks
and each person appears in the view of all four camera pairs.
The dataset includes variations, such as changes in illumina-
tion, pose, and viewpoint. We manually annotate the person
and face bounding boxes on both event and RGB streams;
the event ground truth bounding box is synchronized with
RGB bounding boxes. The proposed dataset size compares
favorably with the size of other event-based datasets: activ-
ity recognition dataset n-HAR [31] and DailyAction-DVS
[23], and human pose estimation dataset DHP19 [5] (see
comparisons in Table 1).
Download Event-ReId from here https://doi.org/
10.5281/zenodo.8256439

4. Proposed Method

The proposed pipeline consists of three main modules:
the event anonymization block, the event-to-image recon-
struction block, playing the role of the privacy attacker, and
the person ReId block, which performs the downstream vi-
sion task on the anonymized event stream as shown in Fig
3. In the following, after describing the input event repre-
sentation to the network, we provide a detailed description
of each module, including its implementation and function-
alities for preserving privacy and person ReId. We con-
clude this section with a description of the joint optimiza-
tion method.

4.1. Input Event Representation

The output of an event camera is an asynchronous event
stream that encodes the time, location, and polarity of the
intensity changes (increase or decrease in intensity) [13].
Consequently, each event alone carries limited information
about the scene appearance. Typically, asynchronous event
data are converted to a grid-like representation as event-
frame, or 2D histogram [25], time surface 2D map [34], and
voxel grids [42]. This pre-processing facilitates the visual-
ization and the extraction of meaningful information using
standard frame-based methods such as deep convolutional
neural networks (CNN) [25, 34, 42].

The input of our network is a voxel grid Xe as proposed
in [42]. A voxel grid is a space-time (3D) histogram of
events generated by discretizing the time domain, where
each voxel represents a particular pixel and time interval.
Spatiotemporal coordinates, xk, yk, tk, lie on a voxel grid
such that xk ∈ {1, 2, ...,W}, yk ∈ {1, 2, ...,H}, and
tk ∈ {t0, t0 +∆t, ..., t0 + B∆t}, where t0 is the first time
stamp, ∆t is the bin size, and B is the number of temporal
bins and W, H are the sensor width and height. We utilize
a voxel grid representation for three reasons: i) to make the
model fully differentiable; ii) the event-to-image methods
in our proposed model also rely on a voxel grid; iii) a voxel
grid preserves the temporal information of event streams.

4.2. Networks and modules

Event-Stream anonymization Block. The anonymization
network in our framework (Fig. 3a) modifies the event-
streams to prevent the following image reconstruction tech-
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niques from converting events into intensity images that
can reveal privacy-sensitive information (e.g., faces). At
the same time, this module should preserve useful spatial
information needed for performing person ReId success-
fully. The anonymization network consist in a convolu-
tional autoencoder [35] Ean which takes a raw event-voxel
Xe ∈ RB×W×H and output anonymized event-voxel X̂e ∈
RB×W×H . The use of an autoencoder-like architecture is
primarily justified by the fact that this module, in the worst-
case scenario, should be able to replicate the event-stream in
order to allow performing the downstream task. The autoen-
coder architecture consists of 4 convolutional layers, each
with a filter size of 3 and a stride of 1.
Image Reconstruction Block. The image reconstruction
module consists of a pre-trained E2VID network [32] that
is a recurrent neural network that reconstructs high-quality
grayscale images from the stream of events. In this block,
any event-to-image method e.g., [30, 37, 43] can be inte-
grated as a privacy attacker. E2VID translates a continuous
stream of events into a sequence of images. To achieve this,
the incoming stream of events is partitioned into sequential
(non-overlapping) spatiotemporal windows. Similarly, we
partitioned the input event streams into a fixed time window
T (explained in Sec. 4.1) for the anonymization network
Ean. The output voxel-grid X̂e is then processed by re-
construction module Erec to reconstruct the target grayscale
image. We thus encourage degradation in the recovered im-
age to prevent identity information leakage. Note that the
weights of this module are not updated during training.
Event-based Person ReId Block. Person ReId methods
aim to learn a vector representation, usually a feature em-
bedding from a CNN, of images to perform retrieval and
recover images belonging to the same person Id. In our
case, ReId is performed on event-stream data instead of the
standard RGB signals.

We employ a ResNet-50 [16] pre-trained on ImageNet
as the backbone for feature embedding. Unlike the
event-based ReId in [1], which utilizes event-frames, our
ReId module Ereid takes anonymized event-voxels X̂e ∈
RB×W×H as input. We modify the original ResNet archi-
tecture to accommodate the B input channels of the voxel-
grid representation and compute a 256-D feature embedding
for ReId. The ReId model uses classification loss (cross-
entropy) and triplet loss for all experiments and is jointly
trained with the anonymization network.

4.3. End-to-End Training

Our ultimate goal is to learn the parameters of
anonymization network Ean such that: i) event-to-image
techniques cannot recover intensity image from Ean out-
put that can disclose private visual information; ii) person
ReId achieves the best performance or at least does not
experience a significant drop if compared to using a non-

anonymized event-stream. The three modules are combined
as shown in Fig. 3 so that the output of Ean (anonymized
stream) is the input of Erec and Ereid at once. We train
all the modules jointly in an end-to-end manner, described
in detail below. Ean has the aim of neutralizing the recon-
struction attack, thus ultimately must be trained with the
objective of degrading the quality of the recovered images
Îimage = Erec(Ean(Xe)). To this end, we use the struc-
tural similarity index (SSIM) [19] to assess the quality of
Îimage compared to the ground-truth Iimage:

Lrec = SSIM(Îimage, Iimage). (1)

SSIM is one of the most popular perception-based error
metrics [35], aiming to measure better image luminance,
contrast, and structure information. Since our objective is to
degrade the recovered image, the SSIM function is bounded
ranges between [0-1], where a value near 0 indicates less
similarity between two compared images. Thereby the Lrec

loss is minimized during training to force the images re-
covered by the attacker to be as more diverse as possible
from the real ones. Moreover, as our anonymization model
scrambles the input raw event-voxel, the useful visual in-
formation in the event-voxel could be lost, decreasing the
performance of the person ReId substantially. To preserve
the structural similarity between Xe and X̂e, which is useful
for person ReId, we compute the structural loss as

Lstruct = 1− SSIM(X̂e, Xe), (2)

and define the person ReId objective as

Lreid = H(Pid, Ereid(X̂e)). (3)

Here H refers to the identity loss (cross entropy and triplet
loss) function and Pid is the ids label for person ReId.
Thus, our training scheme jointly models the event-stream
anonymization with person ReId during training and the
overall cost function can be written as:

LTotal = αLstruct + βLrec + γLreid. (4)

5. Experiments
Synthetic and real datasets We test our method on re-
construction and inversion attacks using synthetic data and
the real dataset presented in Section 3. Synthetic event
data is generated from the video-based person ReId Soft-
Bio [4] dataset through open-source event simulator [14].
The SoftBio dataset comprises 152 identities and a total
of 64,472 frames collected with eight surveillance cameras.
The dataset is recorded in an uncontrolled environment, and
each identity may only appear in a subset of cameras, which
collect data under very different viewpoints, with drastic
changes in illumination and background. In addition, we
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benchmark our approach on the Event ReId dataset de-
scribed in Sec. 3.
Setup and Implementation: We simulate event data from
SoftBio, randomly splitting 152 identities, 76 IDs for train-
ing and 76 other IDs for testing. For the real data in Event
ReId, we randomly select 22 IDs for training and 11 IDs for
testing out of 33 identities of the proposed real event-based
person Event-ReId.

We choose the time span for the spatiotemporal voxel
grid T≈40ms for synthetic event data and T≈33.3ms for
real event data to be synchronized with the corresponding
RGB frames. Following [32], we set the size of temporal
bin B = 5 for the event voxel grid and during training, our
model resized the event voxel grid to 5×392×192. We use
a batch size of 24 and train the model with a base learning
rate of 0.001 for 60 epochs. We set momentum µ = 0.9 and
the weight decay to 5×10−4. In Eq. 4 we set α=β=γ=1.
The implementation is based on PyTorch.

5.1. Metrics and Evaluation Methods

To evaluate the performance of our complete model on
reconstruction and inversion attacks, we need to assess
the trade-off between person ReId and privacy-preserving
tasks. We first processed the raw event-stream for both tasks
during inference through our anonymization network to ac-
quire the anonymized event data. Later, we measure the
performance of person ReId and privacy-preserving tasks
using anonymized data.
Person ReId: Our main goal is to perform person ReId with
anonymized event data without compromising ReId accu-
racy. We thus train our ReId backbone on both anonymized
and raw events separately and then compare their perfor-
mance. We report the rank accuracy and mean average pre-
cision for both real and simulated data.
Privacy-preserving: Here, we consider the case in which
the attacker has access to the anonymized event data and
tries to disclose the person’s identity by employing im-
age reconstruction, e.g., E2VID [32]. To experimentally
test the robustness of our event stream anonymization ap-
proach against the reconstruction attack, we measure the
image quality using the structural similarity index (SSIM)
and peak-signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR). Low values of SSIM
and PSNR suggest low image quality, which is what we ex-
pect to achieve if anonymization is successful. We compute
the average SSIM and PSRN for all images in test sets of
the real and simulated datasets.

In addition, we also validate that our proposed identity
anonymization framework completely removes information
that can be used to identify the persons. Therefore, we also
formulate the privacy attack as an image retrieval and face
verification task.

(i) Image Retrieval: We consider that an attacker has
access to the event-based privacy-preserving surveillance

Figure 4. Image retrieval score on Event-ReId (left) and SoftBio
(right), following query-gallery setting, blue: QRGB , Gevent, or-
ange: Qevent, Gan−event and green: QRGB , Gan−event

Figure 5. Face recognition accuracy using Arcface[8] model.

Table 2. Recovered image quality: SSIM and PSNR values.

Dataset Real Synthetic
Method SSIM↓ PSNR↓ SSIM↓ PSNR↓

No-privacy 0.548 11.617 0.530 11.284
Privacy (Our) 0.384 8.943 0.368 8.071

camera network and also holds a query image of a target
to identify. The query image is either captured with a stan-
dard RGB camera Qrgb or a gray-scale image Qevent recon-
structed from an event-stream without the protection of the
privacy module. Then the attacker determines whether this
person exists in the gallery set Gan−event that contains de-
graded images by using the query image to retrieve the cor-
rect target identity. Higher retrieval performance indicates a
lower privacy-preserving effect: Ean performance is evalu-
ated based on the rank accuracy or mean average precision
metrics. For this experiment, we employ the state-of-the-
art person ReId model BOT [24] to evaluate image retrieval
and use the test sets of real and simulated datasets.

(ii) Face Recognition: In this experiment, we assume
a similar scenario, where the attacker holds a face image
(RGB or reconstructed gray-scale image) and tries to dis-
close identity information by matching it with a degraded
face image. We use the pre-trained face recognition model
ArcFace [8] to measure the resilience of our system to this
privacy attack. We measure face recognition performance in
terms of the area under the curve (AUC) of the ROC curve.
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Figure 6. Person ReId performance on Event ReId dataset (left)
and SoftBio dataset (right) using raw and anonymized event.

Table 3. Comparison with other methods on the Event-ReId
dataset: image quality, event-reid, and image retrieval.

Method SSIM↓ PSNR↓ R1reid↑ R1retr↓
No-privacy (raw events) 0.548 11.617 63.7 67.8
EncryptionDiscarding [11] 0.486 10.57 38.2 41.1
EncryptionScrambling [11] 0.451 10.12 29.4 30.9
Privacy (Ours) 0.384 8.943 59.2 8.9

Table 4. Person Re-Id Performance on Event-ReId dataset.
Method Privacy R1 R5 R10 mAP
ED-ReId[1] No 57.9 75.8 82.3 34.9
Ours No 63.7 77.3 86.2 40.7
Ours Yes 59.2 76.1 84.1 36.1

5.2. Results on Reconstruction attack

Privacy-preserving performance. We present the image
retrieval performance score for the real dataset Event-ReId
and similarly for the simulated event data of SoftBio in
Fig. 4. The testing approaches “Qrgb ⇔ Gan−event”
and “Qevent ⇔ Gan−event” measure the retrieval score
on the anonymized (privacy-preserving) image gallery us-
ing original RGB and recovered gray-scale query images re-
spectively. For comparison, the testing approach “Qrgb ⇔
Gevent” measures the image retrieval score on original
gallery images. The tested retrieval model BoT [24] did
not perform well on our anonymized images and for both
datasets the retrieval score is random.

Regarding the face recognition performance, Fig. 5
shows the ROC curves for each testing approach: RGB
measures the face verification score on original RGB face
images; No Privacy measure face verification score be-
tween RGB and gray-scale face images recovered from
original events; Privacy measure face verification score
between RGB and gray-scale images recovered from
anonymized events. From the figure, we can conclude
that the ArcFace model does not perform well on the im-
ages reconstructed from the anonymized event-stream as the
AUC= 0.53, which is close to the random performance.

In addition, Table 2 presents image quality measurement
using SSIM and PSNR. As observed, lower values for SSIM
and PSNR are associated with degraded images. Results
from all three experiments: image retrieval, face recogni-
tion, and image quality assessment, suggest that our pro-

posed event anonymization network successfully preserves
the person’s identity information.
Person ReId Performance. The rank accuracy and
mean average precision score of person ReId utilizing
anonymized event data for both real Event-ReId and
SoftBio[4] datasets are presented in Fig. 6. The results
show that the anonymization model does not affect the per-
son ReId performance. While shifting from No Privacy to
Privacy-preserving, the R1 accuracy and mAP drop is 3.5%
and 3.6%, respectively, for Event-ReId data. Similarly, for
SoftBio, the drop in R1 is 3.8% and for mAP is 2.1%.
Comparison with baselines. Since this work investigates
privacy-preserving person ReId for the first time, there is
no other method for direct comparison. We benchmark our
approach against event encryption (partial scrambling and
discarding) methods [11] to check their effect on privacy-
preserving. We use partial (75%) encryption for both the
scrambling and discarding algorithms, as complete encryp-
tion distorts the entire visual information in the event data,
which can not be utilized for downstream tasks. Table 3
reports SSIM and PSNR image quality metrics, R1reid:
Rank1 accuracy of person ReId, and R1retr: Rank1 accu-
racy of image retrieval on reconstructed images, using pro-
posed Event ReId dataset. Our proposed event anonymiza-
tion method outperforms the event encryption technique.

Further, we compare the person ReId, with a baseline
event-driven ReId method (Ed-ReId) [1]. Results in Ta-
ble 4 illustrate that even after event-stream anonymization
with our proposed network, ReId performance is still better
than Ed-ReId, although we pay a reasonable decrease in the
score when applying privacy (i.e., anonymization module).

Table 5. Ablation on the losses for person ReId accuracy.

αLstruct + βLrec + γLreid Method R1 R5 R10
α = β = 0, γ = 1 RawEv 63.7 77.3 86.2
α = 0, β = γ = 1 anonymizedEv 54.5 72.7 77.4
α = β = γ = 1 anonymizedEv 59.2 76.1 84.1

Figure 7. Raw event-voxel (left), anonymized event-voxel without
Lstruct loss (middle) and with Lstruct loss (right).

Losses ablation. We finally analyze the losses’ effect on
the downstream task’s accuracy (Person ReId). Without
privacy (α=β=0) the Rank1 accuracy is 63.7%, with pri-
vacy (α=0, β=1) Rank1 accuracy significantly decreased
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Figure 8. Visualisation of reconstructed images obtained using
learning-based event anonymization method. a) real event dataset
Event-ReId; b) synthetic event dataset SoftBio.

Figure 9. Visualisation of reconstructed face images. Top row
RGB images. Middle row recovered from raw event. Bottom row
recovered from anonymized events.

Table 6. Image retrieval performance on the Event-ReId dataset
for recovered image under Inversion Attack.

Method R1 R5 R10 mAP
No-Privacy 67.8 79.9 88.4 40.7
Privacy 8.9 15.6 17.7 3.2
Inversion Attack 9.1 14.3 17.4 2.9

to 54.5%. Finally, including Lstruct loss (α=β=1) (helps
to maintain structural information while anonymizing the
voxel-grid) recovers the accuracy to 59.2%, still preserving
privacy, as detailed in Table 5 and Fig 7.
Qualitative Results. We qualitatively compare the recon-
structed images acquired using our approach with the orig-
inal images. We show the results on two examples from
each Event-ReId and Softbio data video from the dataset.
Fig. 8 displays anonymized images compared to the origi-
nal RGB and recovered gray-scale images for reference. As
observed, the image reconstructed from anonymized events
degraded as compared to non-privacy images. We also show
the two exemplar face reconstructions from real event data
in Figure 9, showing that the subject face can not be re-
constructed from our anonymized event stream compared
to face reconstruction from the non-privacy event stream.

5.3. Results on Inversion attack

We explore a scenario where an attacker has access to
our privacy-preserving event camera; they can produce a
large training set containing anonymized event data along
with their corresponding original event data. In such a
case, the attacker can possibly train a network Einv trying
to reverse the effect of Ean, leading to the reconstruction
of high-quality grayscale images. To validate the robust-
ness of our proposed framework to such privacy attacks, we
train an autoencoder network on the real event dataset, sim-
ilar to the Ean network. The network takes as input the
anonymized event stream from the pre-trained Ean network
and is trained to minimize the image reconstruction loss (in-
stead of maximizing it).

Quantitative results in Table 6 show the performance
score of image retrieval on reconstructed images, suggest-
ing that reconstruction is significantly poor and identity in-
formation is still preserved. Fig. 10 presents qualitative
results on two sample images, which show the image re-
construction failed to recover images correctly. Hence, the
inversion attack could not reverse the effect of the event
anonymization network.

Figure 10. Reconstructed images from a) raw events, b)
anonymized events, and c) output of Inversion Attack.

6. Conclusion
This paper presented an end-to-end learning-based ap-

proach for privacy-preserving person re-identification. We
identified event-to-image techniques as a potential threat
to privacy in event-based vision. The proposed approach
jointly optimizes the event-stream anonymization to pre-
vent privacy attacks while effectively performing ReId task.
The proposed model is trained and evaluated on simulated
event data and real event data Event-ReId. Human identi-
fication and face recognition results verify the efficacy of
our framework against possible privacy attacks. We also
demonstrate that our model is resistant to an inversion at-
tack, which tries to reverse the effect of the anonymization
module. The main limitations of the proposed pipeline are
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limited to a small drop in performance for the downstream
task and a slight computational overhead due to the event
anonymization network.
Impact: The proposed approach can be integrated with per-
son ReId systems where privacy-preserving is essential. As
this work aims to perform ReId tasks without disclosing hu-
man identity information, we believe that in the future, the
event-stream anonymization mechanism can be extended to
other event-based computer vision tasks to protect privacy
at large. The potential negative impact lies in that surveil-
lance data and person ReId datasets may be targeted by pri-
vacy attacks, which is why their acquisition, data storage,
and protection should be strictly regulated. Also, the mis-
use of ReId can potentially have a negative impact.
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